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a in sense o yo r data is a cr cial and ti ely c allen e T rn yo r
data c aos into intelli ence or s ccess act better aster and si pler
Raven is an agnostic and scalable data streaming platform build with a bric framewor . et up your
data infrastructure to generate, distribute and retrieve actionable insights when you need them most,
and when they matter most.
O en, organisations use systems that are not
designed to be interoperable, resulting in data
silos. ut, achieving success in our digital world
demands cross functional oversight and
efficiency across the board. ith new initiatives
and changing demands, many organisations deal
with legacy challenges that re uire enhancing or
replacing systems that can ta e months to
complete, sometimes even years.
e understand these challenges from a highly
dynamic national security perspective where
there is no time to waste to stay ahead of the
game. Our purpose is to detect, protect and
respond to your organisation s needs. ence, we
developed Raven with a bric framewor to
remove all dependencies on data volume,
amount of users, infrastructure, database
technology, code language and source type T,
OT, C .

B ild create and redesi n yo r
data in rastr ct re to connect
data to syste s and sers al ost
instantly
WATCH A DE O
earn more at dtact.com

KEY BE EFITS
peed and ease of implementation allow
to you to perform analysis right away.
mprove your team s wor flow and
productivity by letting employees spend
time focusing on better problem solving
activities.
erform better analysis on data
aggregated from all sources within your
organisations.
Reduce costs and remove complexity as
Raven is tool agnostic and highly
complementary to the existing tools in
your organisation.
ncrease visibility across your
organisation as you have complete data
records from a single dashboard.
En oy privacy by design as we do not have
access to data unless customers re uest
for it.

DTACT Ra en is a ast
ltip rpose
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KEY PRODUCT CAPABILITIES
Co ple entary

Tool A nostic

Aggregate large amounts of data from a big range of
endpoints and send them to external storage or other
data analysis tools easily with no loss of records.
Red ced Co ple ity and Incredible Speed
Raven is highly flexible and simple to setup. Act right
away without big teams of consultants and engineers
spending hours in your office to tal about ontologies
or system connections. e prepared to run analysis on
your data within minutes or hours rather than wee s or
months.

ig . The Raven ric

Endless Operational Scalability
y design, Raven scales endlessly and will not crash.
hile other products might fail at high volumes, Raven
will ensure that you have no downtime across your
entire data pipeline.

open source
n
e

Organisations are currently spending
too much time and money on pro ects
that involve implementing a new system,
changing a system or to connect
systems. e want your people to focus
on the ob they were hired for and to
help create an impact.
Raven is built to simplify the data
management, integration, enrichment
and distribution processes for you. Any
data source is easily aggregated and
information can flow out into other
platforms or user who needs it at the
snap of a finger. And this all happens in
the bac ground without needing to
change systems, people or processes.

Sander S in els
ig . The Raven ric and our other bric s

CEO, DTACT

WHERE DATA FLOWS
ith vendor loc ins and high data processing
licensing costs impacting most organisations, we offer
a better alternative. Raven is vendor agnostic,
dynamic and scalable and ensures that all your data
can finally be properly integrated, cleaned, analysed
and sent to storage.

ACT BETTER
FASTER SI PLER
earn more at dtact.com

Available on premise or as aa , Raven can be integrated with open source, in house developed and or
third party so ware. e have also developed a suite of bric s that can be used in con unction with Raven
to support a wide range of use cases. The platform also allows you to build your own bric s wherever
necessary.
To arrange for a demo or find out more information about Raven, our suite of bric s or our use cases,
head over to www.dtact.com.

